Breast cancer ranks as one of the leading cancer types in the number of new cases diagnosed and is second only to lung cancer as the most prevalent cause of cancer death in women. In 2017, the American Cancer Society estimates approximately 252,710 new cases of breast cancer will be diagnosed. Although it is much less common, it is important to note that men also develop breast cancer. Approximately 2,470 of the estimated deaths due to breast cancer in 2016 will be men.¹
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Visit the lymphedema section to learn about a common side-effect of the surgeries used to treat breast cancer.

Click on the image below to open COMPASS: Breast Cancer Edition, an interactive timeline of breast cancer containing videos, animations and links to more information about breast cancer detection, diagnosis, and treatment.
Young women **DO** get cancer. [Watch an interview](#) with Robin Shoulla, a breast cancer survivor diagnosed when she was 17 years old.

Learn more about [breast cancer](#) or make an appointment at the [Winship Cancer Institute of Emory University](#).

**Anatomy Of The Breast**

In women, the breasts are made up of milk-producing glands (**lobules**), milk **ducts**, and connective tissue (**stroma**). Milk is produced by cells in the lobules and moves from these sacs, through the mammary ducts, to the nipple. Most breast cancers originate in mammary ducts.  

Blood and lymphatic vessels are found within the stroma surrounding the lobules and ducts:

- Blood vessels are part of the circulatory system. They supply oxygen and nutrients to and remove waste from the cells of the breast.
Lymphatic vessels are part of a large network termed the lymphatic system. These vessels collect and carry fluid and cells from the tissues of the body. Smaller lymphatic vessels merge with larger ones, as streams merge into a river. Large vessels empty into grape-like clusters of lymphatic tissue called lymph nodes. The lymphatic vessels in the breast carry lymphatic fluid to a mass of lymph nodes located near the underarm.

Learn more about breast cancer or make an appointment at the Winship Cancer Institute of Emory University.

Types

There are several different kinds of breast cancer. However, the majority of breast cancer cases are classified as either in situ or invasive. Both cancer types are described below.

Carcinoma In Situ

Lobular Carcinoma In Situ (LCIS)

Lobular carcinoma in situ describes a non-invasive pre-cancerous condition that is confined to the milk-producing glands (lobules) of the breast. Tumors classified as LCIS are made up of small cells that are all the same and do not leave the lobules. Since LCIS does not leave the breast lobules, it increases the risk of developing invasive cancer but is not yet classified as invasive and is therefore, technically, not cancer. It is also referred to as lobular neoplasia (LN), which is a more accurate name because LCIS/LN is only a precursor to cancer. LN also includes atypical lobular hyperplasia (ALH), another abnormal breast finding in which there are too many cells.

Lobular carcinoma in situ is most commonly found in pre-menopausal women between the ages 40 and 50. It is not usually found on a mammogram and generally does not produce a lump. These tumors are usually HER2 negative (-) and ER/PR positive (+), which simply means that the cancer cells may still rely on estrogen hormone for growth signals. Therefore, treating the cells with a hormone therapy (tamoxifen), may stop the cancer cells from dividing. Overall LCIS is highly treatable and in many cases, continued observation is enough.

Ductal Carcinoma In Situ (DCIS)

Ductal carcinoma in situ, or “Stage 0 cancer”, describes a non-invasive or pre-invasive breast condition in which abnormal cells are found in the lining of breast milk ducts. These abnormal cells have not spread/invaded beyond the walls of the ducts into surrounding breast tissue. DCIS is not cancer. It is referred to as “pre-invasive” because some cases will progress into cancers, while others will not. Currently, there is no effective way to determine this.

Unlike LCIS, DCIS can be detected on a mammogram and usually does produce a lump, although the lump may be too small to feel or in a location that is not easily felt. This is because excess calcium is produced and the solid calcium shows up on scans. DCIS accounts for about 85% of in situ cancers diagnosed each year in the United States. Most cases of DCIS (~98%) will not become metastatic itself, but around half of all cases progress to invasive breast cancer (IBC). The progression of DCIS to IBC is not completely understood and treatment recommendations tend to vary.

There are several treatment options for DCIS. They include:

1. Watching the growth without treating it.
2. Surgery - There are 2 major surgical treatment categories for DCIS: breast conserving and breast removing. The most common treatment plan for DCIS is breast-conserving surgery.
3. Radiation - This is often combined with surgery.
4. Hormonal treatments - These treatments are designed to starve the cells of growth signals.

There is an ongoing debate among healthcare professionals as to what the best DCIS treatment option is. Some doctors believe those with DCIS should receive aggressive treatment since there is a possibility that the DCIS may turn into an invasive cancer. Other doctors regard aggressive DCIS treatment as over-treatment and prefer to monitor and wait.

Furthermore, recurrence of DCIS is a possibility; prognostic factors are calculated based on nuclear grade (most important factor), cell necrosis (premature cell death), and cell and tumor architecture. 50-75% of DCIS lesions are ER/PR + and 30-50% of the time (more often in high-grade lesions) HER2 is over-expressed. DCIS cases that overexpress HER-2 are associated with progressive cancer. These biological markers cannot fully predict recurrence risk, but may be helpful in follow up observation and treatment planning.
**Invasive Breast Carcinoma (IBC)**

Images of invasive breast cancer:

Left: Pathology slide image of cancerous breast tissue, Right: Tumor (white area) in fatty breast tissue. Images courtesy: C. Whitaker Sewell, MD - Professor of Pathology, Emory University School of Medicine

**Invasive Lobular Carcinoma (ILC)**

Invasive lobular carcinoma develops in the milk-producing glands (lobules) of the breast. ILC has the ability to spread to other parts of the body, (most commonly bone, brain, liver, and lungs) either through the bloodstream or the lymphatic system. ILC usually presents as an abnormal feeling breast (most often a thickening) and not as a hard mass that can be felt. ILC is less likely to show up on a mammogram than invasive ductal carcinoma.

Women over the age of 40 have an increased risk of developing invasive lobular carcinoma, with most cases occurring in women between the ages 45-56.

**Invasive Ductal Carcinoma (IDC)**

Invasive ductal carcinoma is the most common type of invasive breast cancer, responsible for almost 85% of cases. IDC starts in the milk ducts and invades the surrounding tissue. IDC also has the ability to move to other parts of the body (most commonly bone, brain, liver, and lungs) either through the bloodstream or the lymphatic system. IDC develops as a hard lump with irregular borders that usually shows up as a spiked mass on a mammogram.

Women over the age of 40 have an increased risk of developing invasive ductal carcinoma, with around 50% of cases occurring in women over the age of 65.

Learn more about [breast cancer](#) or make an appointment at the [Winship Cancer Institute of Emory University](#).

**Risk Factors**

Factors that influence risk of developing breast cancer include:

- Prior History of Breast Disease
- Family History of Breast Disease
- Age
- Race
- Reproductive and Menstrual History
- Radiation Exposure
- Dietary Factors

The relative effects of these and other risk factors in any given case of cancer is variable and very difficult to determine with accuracy at this time. Some of these and other risk factors are discussed in the following sections.

**Prior History of Breast Disease**

History of breast cancer, regardless of the type, greatly increases an individual's risk for future development of breast cancer. The second occurrence is most likely to be classified as invasive and ductal, rather than a lobular breast cancer. Such women are strongly advised to carefully monitor themselves and receive mammograms on a regular basis.

**Family History of Breast Disease**

It is possible to inherit defective genes that lead to the development of a familial form of a particular cancer type. Individuals with a family history of breast cancer are therefore at an increased risk of developing the disease. The
degree of risk depends upon the type of relative affected. For example, risk is higher if an immediate family member has been diagnosed with breast cancer. The more closely related an individual is to someone with breast cancer, the more likely they will share the same genes that increased the risk of the affected individual. Risk also increases with the number of relatives affected.\textsuperscript{11}

**Age**
Breast cancer risk is low before age 30 and increases with age, leveling off at the age of 80.\textsuperscript{11} More information about the relationship between cancer and age can be found in the Cancer Biology section.

**Race**
African American women are more likely to be diagnosed with early-onset (before age 45) breast cancer compared to white American women. This trend in incidence shifts, however, for women in their fifties. When comparing overall lifetime risk, African American women have a lower risk of developing breast cancer compared to white American women.\textsuperscript{12}

Cancer survival rates are greatly affected by the stage at which a cancer is detected. Early-onset cancers are generally more aggressive than cancers that develop later in life. Studies show that African American women have a greater chance of being diagnosed with high-grade and estrogen receptor (ER)-negative tumors. Regardless of their lower overall lifetime risk of developing the disease, African American women have a significantly higher chance of dying from breast cancer than any other ethnic group in the United States.\textsuperscript{13}

Reasons for these differences in cancer occurrence and death rate are still unclear. One explanation for the disparity is the socioeconomic differences that exist between ethnic groups. In this view, limited access to health care and clinical trials and the high cost of treatments may account for the higher African American breast cancer death rate. New investigations focused on biological differences, however, suggest that African Americans may develop tumors that are harder to treat. Current research seems to suggest that the disparity in cancer death rate is due to a combination of socioeconomic and genetic factors.\textsuperscript{13} Clearly, more work needs to be done in this area.

**Reproductive and Menstrual History**
Exposure to estrogen is associated with increased breast cancer risk. For this reason, women who experience menarche (begin their menstrual cycle) before age 12 and the onset of menopause at age 55 or older are at an increased risk of developing breast cancer.\textsuperscript{11}

On the other hand, women who carry pregnancy to full term at a young age have a decreased risk of developing breast cancer. During pregnancy, maternal hormone levels change drastically. Studies show that some of these hormones may provide anti-estrogen effects, protecting individuals from the negative effects of estrogen. Examples of proteins thought to impact cancer risk include:

- **Alpha-fetoprotein:** Alpha-fetoprotein is a glycoprotein produced by the liver of a developing fetus. Since the protein is at its highest level during the third trimester, a pregnancy that is not carried to full term may not provide a protective effect.\textsuperscript{14}

- **Human Chorionic Gonadotropin (hCG):** Human chorionic gonadotropin is a hormone produced by the placenta during pregnancy. The protein is elevated during the first trimester of pregnancy. Experiments with breast cancer cells suggest that the effects of hCG may partially explain the higher rate of breast cancer among nulliparous (non-child bearing) women.\textsuperscript{15}

**Hormone Replacement Therapy**
Hormone replacement therapy (HRT) is often prescribed to control menopausal symptoms that include decreased bone density, sexual dysfunction, fatigue, and mood swings. HRT may include treatment with estrogen alone or a combination of both estrogen and progesterone. Studies indicate that use of menopausal hormone therapy, currently or within the past five years, is associated with an increased risk of developing breast cancer.\textsuperscript{16} Several studies have shown that individuals who have stopped using HRT for more than five years are not at a significantly greater risk.\textsuperscript{11} Much of the information regarding HRT and breast cancer risks has come from population studies that may be difficult to compare with each other. The actual impact of HRT on breast cancer risk is still under investigation.

**Exposure to Diethylstilbestrol**
Diethylstilbestrol (DES) is a man-made estrogen that was prescribed between 1947 and 1971 to treat complications associated with pregnancy. Women who ingested this chemical during their pregnancy are at a slightly increased risk of developing breast cancer. Female offspring of women who were exposed to DES have a higher incidence of reproductive problems and cancers of the vagina and cervix.\textsuperscript{17}

**Radiation Exposure**
Exposure to radiation, such as radiation therapy used to treat Hodgkin lymphoma, increases risk of breast cancer throughout the remainder of a woman’s lifetime.\textsuperscript{11} Relative risk depends on the age at which irradiation...
occurred, time since treatment, and radiation dose received. Women irradiated at a young age (before age of 30) are at an increased risk of developing breast cancer later in life compared to older women. Advances in therapeutic radiation techniques have resulted in the use of lower doses of radiation and exposure of smaller regions of the body. Such advances will hopefully reduce breast cancer risk due to irradiation therapy in years to come.18

Dietary Factors
It is very difficult to identify dietary items that cause a particular cancer. Factors that may increase breast cancer risk include high fat intake, high alcohol consumption, and a diet rich in overcooked meats.

- **Overcooked Meats**: Heterocyclic amines are chemicals formed in the cooking process of meat products such as fish, beef, pork, and chicken. Exposure to high amounts of these chemicals, caused by a diet rich in broiled, grilled, or fried meat, has been correlated with increased risk of breast cancer in women.19
- **Alcohol Consumption**: According to a 2016 report by American Institute for Cancer Research, even consuming just one glass of wine or other alcoholic beverage per day can significantly increase breast cancer risk (pre-menopausal breast cancer risk by 5 percent and post-menopausal breast cancer risk by 9 percent). This report comprises results and information from 119 studies, which includes data on 12 million women and 260,000 individual cases of breast cancer. In addition to stating the risks that come with alcohol consumption, the report states that exercise can lower breast cancer risk, as well as mitigate the effects of the alcohol.20

Learn more about breast cancer or make an appointment at the [Winship Cancer Institute of Emory University](https://www.wshipcancer.org).

Symptoms

The American Cancer Society lists the following symptoms associated with breast cancer:

- Presence of a lump or thickening in the breast;
- Swelling, dimpling, redness, or soreness of skin;
- Change in shape or appearance of the nipple; and
- Nipple discharge.

A physician should be consulted if they persist. It is important to note, however, that these symptoms may be caused by factors unrelated to cancer. Most breast cancers are detected on mammograms before any symptoms appear.21 Therefore, regular screening is of the utmost importance.

Learn more about breast cancer or make an appointment at the [Winship Cancer Institute of Emory University](https://www.wshipcancer.org).

Detection And Diagnosis

It is estimated that in the United States 234,190 cases of breast cancer will be diagnosed and 40,730 people will die from this disease in 2015. Breast cancer is the most commonly diagnosed cancer among women. Despite these large numbers, the death rates from breast cancer have been steadily falling since 1990.22 The decrease in mortality is partly due to early detection methods, advanced diagnostic techniques, and improved treatment.

The three major ways to screen for breast cancer are self examination, clinical examination, and mammography. Since no one method is 100% effective, it is suggested that all three be used regularly. The American Cancer Society has published guidelines for screening for women with a normal risk for breast cancer.23,24,25 Women at high risk due to inherited mutations are suggested to follow a different set of guidelines.26 Learn more about the benefits of early breast cancer detection.

Advances in breast cancer treatment are facilitated by the knowledge gained from tumor biopsy and pathology. These techniques allow doctors to develop individual treatments for each patient based on their distinctive tumor biology. New techniques are constantly being researched to improve the detection, diagnosis, and treatment of breast cancer.

Watch the video above and hear what breast cancer survivor Monica Pearson thinks about mammograms and breast cancer detection. [Watch the full interview with Monica Pearson](https://www.wshipcancer.org).

Below is a list of tests used in breast cancer detection and diagnosis:
Detection

- Breast Exam
- Mammography
- Ultrasound
- Breast MRI

Diagnosis

- Fine Needle Aspiration
- Core Needle Biopsy
- Breast Tumor Pathology
- Sentinel Lymph Node Biopsy

One of the new breast cancer detection techniques being studied is:

- Digital Tomosynthesis

If you would like a copy our breast cancer education DVD, *Breast Cancer: A Patient's Journey*, send an email to cancerquest@emory.edu and we will send one FREE of charge.

Don't forget to include your name and address.

---

Young women DO get cancer. Watch an interview with Robin Shoulla, a breast cancer survivor diagnosed when she was 17 years old.

The National Cancer Institute has developed a 'calculator' that you can use to estimate your risk of developing breast cancer. Click to use the calculator

---

Pathology Report And Staging

The Pathology Report

If there is suspicion that a patient may have breast cancer, a sample of tissue (biopsy) may be taken for examination. After a biopsy is taken, the physician who performed the biopsy sends the specimen to a pathologist. The pathologist examines the specimens at both the macroscopic (visible with the naked eye) and microscopic (requiring magnification) levels and then sends a pathology report to the physician. The report contains information about the tissue's appearance, cellular make up, and state of disease or normalcy. For more information about the pathology report, refer to the Diagnosis & Detection section.

Staging
Staging a cancer is a way of describing the extent of the disease. One of the most common methods used for breast cancer staging is called the T/N/M system, which assigns a degree of severity based on the size, location, and spread of cancer in the body. Details of the T/N/M system and a breast cancer staging chart can be found in the Diagnosis and Detection section. Click on the following links to for more information:

- Learn more about cancer staging
- View a breast cancer staging chart

Learn more about breast cancer or make an appointment at the Winship Cancer Institute of Emory University.

### Tumor Biology

Genetic changes that occur in cancer include mutation of key regulatory genes, changes in protein products, and changes in the amount of product produced by genes (gene expression). As changes accumulate, cells become more abnormal and cancer progresses. Details of genetic change associated with cancer can be found in the mutation section. Some of the genetic elements that have been shown to be important in the development of breast cancer are listed and discussed below:

- BRCA1 and BRCA2 Genes
- HER-2/neu Gene
- Estrogen Receptor (ER)
- PTEN Gene and Cowden Syndrome
- TP53 Gene and Li-Fraumeni Syndrome
- ATM Gene and Ataxia-Telangiectasia

#### BRCA1 and BRCA2

The BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes are important tumor suppressor genes associated with the repair of damaged DNA. Information about BRCA1 and BRCA2 can be found in the Cancer Genes section.

#### HER-2/neu

HER-2/neu is an oncogene that is amplified in up to 30% of invasive breast cancers. Information about oncogenes, gene amplification, and HER-2/neu can be found in the Cancer Genes section:

- Learn more about oncogenes
- Learn more about gene amplification
- Learn more about HER-2/neu

#### Estrogen Receptor (ER)

The estrogen receptor (ER) is a protein that binds to estrogen that enters the cell. Estrogen is a steroid (lipid) hormone produced by the ovaries. The combination of protein and hormone then acts as a transcription factor to turn on genes that enable the target cells to divide. The receptor is active in the cells of the female reproductive organs, such as breasts and ovaries.

The mechanism of estrogen action is shown below.

Your browser does not support HTML5 embedded video.

The small green ball represents estrogen. It is a small hydrophobic molecule and it enters cells by crossing through the lipid membrane. Once in the cell, the estrogen binds to its receptor (colored orange) and the complex binds to DNA in the nucleus causing genes to be transcribed.

Several drugs have been developed to try to block the gene-activating function of estrogen. A commonly prescribed example is tamoxifen, a drug that partially inhibits the activity of estrogen. Tamoxifen is colored pink in the animation below.

Your browser does not support HTML5 embedded video.

These drugs should slow the growth of cancers that are growing in response to the presence of estrogen and its receptor. More information on estrogen receptors and cancer can be found in the section on cancer treatments.

#### Cowden Syndrome and the PTEN gene

Your browser does not support HTML5 embedded video.

The small green ball represents estrogen. It is a small hydrophobic molecule and it enters cells by crossing through the lipid membrane. Once in the cell, the estrogen binds to its receptor (colored orange) and the complex binds to DNA in the nucleus causing genes to be transcribed.
Cowden’s syndrome (CS), also known as multiple hamartoma syndrome, accounts for a small fraction (less than 1%) of hereditary breast cancers. This syndrome is caused by mutation in PTEN, a gene that functions as a tumor suppressor and helps to control the cell cycle and regulate apoptosis. CS is also associated with abnormalities of the thyroid, gastrointestinal tract, and central nervous system. Women with CS have between a 25%-50% risk of developing breast cancer. More information about tumor suppressors and the cell cycle can be found in the Cancer Genes and Cell Division sections.

Learn more about tumor suppressors <br>Learn more about the cell cycle

**TP53 Gene and Li-Fraumeni Syndrome**

Li-Fraumeni syndrome (LFS) accounts for a small fraction (less than 1%) of all breast cancer cases. This syndrome is caused by mutation in TP53 (also referred to as p53), an important tumor suppressor gene. LFS is associated with diagnosis of breast carcinoma at an early age (before age 40), as well as sarcomas, brain tumors, leukemias, and adrenocortical carcinomas.

Learn more about abnormal p53 and cancer development

**ATM Gene and Ataxia-Telangiectasia**

Ataxia-telangectasia (AT) is a disorder caused by mutation in ATM, a tumor suppressor gene that helps to detect and repair damaged DNA. AT is associated with neurological (nervous system) deterioration, telangiectasias (red dots, often on the face, caused by blood vessels visible through the skin), immune deficiency, and hypersensitivity to ionizing radiation.

As described in the Breast Cancer: Risk Factors, radiation exposure is a risk factor for breast cancer. Hypersensitivity to ionizing radiation caused by the ATM mutation therefore increases one’s risk of developing breast cancer.

**More Info on BRCA**

BRCA1 and BRCA2 consist of about 17,000 bases each. This long coding sequence can make it difficult to find a single, function-altering mutation. The BRCA testing process has been separated into two stages in order to limit the complexity of the process. In the first stage, blood is drawn from the patient affected with ovarian or breast cancer. The DNA from the white blood cells is then extracted and analyzed in a laboratory to identify any BRCA mutations. In the second stage, blood is drawn from the affected patient’s family members. Instead of searching through the entire gene of the family members, researchers look for the same BRCA mutation they found in the affected patient. BRCA mutations are responsible for 90% of hereditary ovarian cancer as well as 84% of hereditary breast cancer. A BRCA2 mutation in men also raises the risk for male breast cancer. These numbers may seem high, but BRCA mutations actually are uncommon in the general population. One of the highest frequencies (2%) of BRCA mutations occurs in the Ashkenazi Jewish population.

**Genetic Testing for BRCA**

Genetic testing can be intimidating. Genetic counselors are trained healthcare providers who help with the genetic testing process. They consult with patients in order to determine if a test is necessary and they interpret the data from a genetic test in order to better assess personal risk. They also help with the emotional and psychological impact that comes with genetic testing. Informed consent from the patient is required before any genetic testing.

**Options after finding a BRCA mutation**

Patients that test positive for BRCA mutation are encouraged to follow the National Comprehensive Cancer Network guidelines for breast cancer risk reduction: monthly breast self-examination, clinical breast examination semi-annually, and annual mammography and breast MRI. A prophylactic mastectomy (90-95% risk reduction) and tamoxifen (50% reduction over 5 years) are other options to reduce breast cancer risk.

Since a BRCA mutation also raises the risk of developing ovarian cancer, steps can be taken in order to reduce that risk. A prophylactic salpingo-oophorectomy (surgery that removes the ovaries) reduces ovarian cancer risk by 98% and oral contraceptives reduce risk 60% over 6 years use. If prophylactic surgery is not wanted: Semi-annual pelvic
exams with transvaginal ultrasound with color Doppler should begin at 35 years of age.\textsuperscript{132}

**Human Epidemal Growth Factor 2 (HER2)**

HER2 tumors tend to be more aggressive, so accurate identification by a pathologist is important in determining clinical treatment. Also, studies have found that ER and HER2 interaction may lead to tamoxifen resistance. This resistance is partly due to HER2's ability to inhibit the apoptotic effects of tamoxifen. Surprisingly, HER2/EGFR signaling has been suggested to be directly involved in tamoxifen growth promotion. These factors lead to the association of tamoxifen failure with HER2 overexpression.\textsuperscript{133}

**Progestosterone Receptor (PR)**

Progestosterone regulates cell growth in normal breast tissue and in the uterus. PR plays an important role in mammary growth and development, especially during pregnancy. PgR can up-regulate the expression of various genes involved in cell proliferation, survival, and tumor progression. PR is a predictive factor for the outcome of endocrine therapy. PR negative tumors have more aggressive features: they are larger, have more nodal metastases, are more likely to be aneuploidy and are more rapidly proliferating. Also, PgR negative tumors are associated with a significantly higher frequency of HER2 overexpression.\textsuperscript{132}

**Estrogen Receptor (ER)**

Recent research has indicated there are two estrogen receptors: ER and ER\textsuperscript{2}. ER\textsuperscript{2}’s role in breast tissue is unclear. Studies are investigating its role in breast cancer and some conclusions and suggestions have been made. A general consensus defines tumors as either ER+ / ER\textsuperscript{2}+ or ER- / ER\textsuperscript{2}+. A recent study suggested that increased ER\textsuperscript{2} expression was associated with a high S-phase fraction only within ER negative patients. Data from another study suggest that ER\textsuperscript{2} may be related to proliferation in breast cancer. Overall, a consistent conclusion from studies is that ER- / ER\textsuperscript{beta} + breast tumors are positively associated with markers suggesting a more aggressive disease.\textsuperscript{34}

Get more information about breast cancer or make an appointment at the Winship Cancer Institute of Emory University.

**Treatment**

The treatment of breast cancer can be broken down into two categories: early stage and advanced stage. Early stage treatment involves tumors that are confined to the breast. Advanced stage treatment involves tumors that have spread beyond the breast to other regions of the body. This spread is known as metastasis. Treatment options are dependent upon size of tumor, location, physical condition of patient, and stage of cancer.

As our focus is on the biology of the cancers and their treatments, we do not give detailed treatment guidelines. Instead, we link to organizations in the U.S. that generate the treatment guidelines.

The National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) lists the following treatments for breast cancer:

- Surgery
- Radiation Therapy
- Chemotherapy
- Hormone Therapy
  - SERMs
  - Monoclonal Antibody Therapy
  - Herceptin®

For more information about how other cancer treatments work, refer to the Cancer Treatments section.

Watch interviews from breast cancer survivors: Karen Neely, Robin Shoulla, Monica Pearson

Learn more about breast cancer treatment at the Winship Cancer Institute of Emory University.

Information about clinical trials:

- General clinical trial information from CancerQuest
- Click here for information about clinical trials from the National Cancer Institute.
- Click here for information about clinical trials from Georgia Clinical Trials Online.
- Click here for information about clinical trials at the Winship Cancer Institute of Emory University
Prophylactic Mastectomy, BCT, And Axillary Lymph Node Removal

Prophylactic Mastectomy
A prophylactic mastectomy can be carried out for persons at risk for developing breast cancer. An estimated 4-7% of all breast cancers are hereditary. The most well known inherited gene mutation in BRCA1 and BRCA2 significantly increases the lifetime risk for breast cancer. A prophylactic mastectomy is the most effective method of risk reduction in high risk women. The risk of newly formed breast cancer after a prophylactic mastectomy is small. 

Breast-conserving Operation (also called Breast Conservation Therapy or BCT) vs. Mastectomy
An alternative to a radical mastectomy for early stage breast cancer is breast conservation therapy. Breast conservation therapy includes lumpectomy, axillary lymph node dissection, and, usually, radiation therapy. The therapy has two goals: 1) to reduce the risk of cancer reoccurrence, and 2) to preserve the breast anatomy as best as possible.

A 22 year study of breast cancer survivors compared mastectomy to breast conservation therapy. All women in the study had been diagnosed with stage I or II breast carcinoma. Both overall survival and disease-free survival showed little difference between the two groups.

Axillary Lymph Node Dissection
Axillary lymph node dissection is carried out with breast-conserving therapy for early stage breast cancers. It is the current standard of surgical care to reduce morbidity of axillary recurrence. The purpose of this procedure is to eliminate any cancer cells that may be residing in these lymph nodes. The risks for this procedure include infection, cutaneous numbness, long-term postoperative dysthesias and significant lymphedema.

In Men
Although it is not common, breast cancer does occur in men. In 2016 it is estimated that 2,600 new cases in males will be diagnosed with breast cancer, and 440 men will die of the disease. It tends to occur at a later age in men than in women, with the male peak age being 71 years old as opposed to peaks at 51 and 71 years old in women.

Symptoms
- Painless lump in the breast (over 75% of cases)
- Nipple retraction, discharge, or ulceration
- Painful lump in the breast
- Paget’s Disease (only about 1% of cases): This is a rare type of cancer that can appear as a skin rash (dermatitis) around the nipple. Note that this is NOT related to Paget’s disease of the bone.

Detection and Diagnosis
Diagnosis of breast cancer in men is generally delayed 6 - 10 months (the time from the onset of symptoms until the patient seeks treatment). This delay is partially due to

a) the rarity of the disease
b) a lack of awareness of (and suspicion of) the disease by patients and their doctors.

Because of this delay, men present with the disease at a later stage than women:

- Stage I - ~40%
- Stage II - ~20%
- Stage III/IV - Over 40%

When symptoms are present, doctors generally use the Triple Test (TT) method to determine stage and treatment plan. The TT is the use of clinical exam, mammography or ultrasound, and fine needle aspiration (FNA) or core needle biopsy (CNB). Watch a video about mammography, ultrasound, and/or biopsy.

Mammography has been shown to have a sensitivity of 92% and a specificity of 90% in male breast cancer, but is not used as a screening tool. Watch a video about sensitivity and specificity of medical tests.

Pathology
Male breast tissue is mostly fat and the lobules needed to form milk are undeveloped. Over 90% of male breast
tumors are invasive (infiltrating) ductal carcinoma and ER positive.\textsuperscript{38, 39}

**Risk Factors**\textsuperscript{38, 39}

- Obesity
- Alcohol consumption
- Liver damage or dysfunction
- Testicular abnormality or damage
- Radiotherapy, especially to the chest
- Family history of breast cancer (especially with a BRCA2 mutation)
- Klinefelter’s Syndrome

**Treatment**

**Surgery**
Simple or modified radical mastectomy and surgical assessment of the lymph nodes are used when cancer is found in its early stages. Assessment of the lymph nodes is accomplished using either axillary dissection or sentinel lymph node biopsy.\textsuperscript{41, 38}

**Radiotherapy**
Males are more likely to receive radiotherapy than females, probably due to the fact that males present with breast cancer at a later stage than females. Radiation dosages used to treat men are generally the standard amounts used to treat women. Radiotherapy has been shown effective in preventing local recurrence in men with breast cancer.\textsuperscript{41, 42}

**Systemic Therapy**
Because about 90% of men with breast cancer are hormone receptor positive (HR+), treatment with tamoxifen is standard in HR+ men. Men treated with tamoxifen have shown higher overall survival rates. Men may also receive systemic chemotherapy.\textsuperscript{41, 38}

**Quality of Life**
Men with breast cancer face a different environment than women coping with breast cancer. There is a large amount of information and public support for women. On the other hand there is a lack of information and added stressors for men. Men deal with issues of masculinity and stigmatism in addition to the other physical and emotional concerns that come along with having breast cancer.\textsuperscript{43, 44}

Learn more about Quality of Life from CancerQuest

**Resources for Men with Breast Cancer**

- The American Cancer Society
- The National Cancer Institute
- Breastcancer.org

**Triple Negative**

**Introduction**
When a breast mass is diagnosed as cancerous, a sample (biopsy) of the tumor is taken and a pathologist examines its characteristics. The pathologist will determine the status of three breast cancer specific markers, the estrogen receptor (ER), progesterone receptor (PR), and a form of the epidermal growth factor receptor (HER2). These are important proteins in the design of treatment plans for breast cancers.

Triple negative (TN) breast cancer is an aggressive subtype of breast cancer that accounts for 10-15% of breast cancer cases.\textsuperscript{43, 44, 47} The term “triple negative” describes tumors that do not produce significant amounts of any of the proteins listed above; TN tumors are ER minus (ER-), PR minus (PR-), and HER2 minus (HER2-). In the U.S. TN breast cancer occurs more often (>10%) in African American women than in non-African American women.\textsuperscript{45, 48} The reasons for the differences in TN breast cancer occurrence in different populations is not yet clear but is an active area of research.

Karen Neely is a triple negative breast cancer survivor who was diagnosed at 34. Watch the full interview with Karen Neely.

**Receptor Status**

_Estrogen Receptor (ER) and Progesterone Receptor (PR)_
ER and PR are proteins that bind the female sex hormones estrogen and progesterone, respectively. These
hormones are produced by the ovaries and play a major role in stimulating cell division in breast cells. Estrogen and progesterone bind to their respective receptors and directly stimulate genes that regulate cell division. Breast tumor cells with a positive (+) hormone receptor status have high levels of ER and PR, possibly resulting in a faster growing tumor. These types of breast cancer can be treated with hormone therapy. Triple negative breast tumors do not have high levels of these hormone receptors. Learn more about hormonal cancer treatments.

*Human Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor 2 (HER2)*
HER2 is a receptor protein located on the surface of breast cells. This protein binds growth factors and stimulates cell growth and division. Breast tumor cells with a positive (+) HER2 status have high levels of HER2 on their surface. This may result in an increased ability to grow and spread. These types of breast cancer can be treated with a type of targeted therapy. Triple negative breast tumors have low levels of HER2.

**Prognosis**
In theory triple negative tumors should have a better prognosis than tumors expressing ER, PR, or HER2, because they are not receiving the growth signals provided by these proteins, but this is not the case. Breast cancers expressing ER, PR, or HER2 can be treated with drugs that inhibit the function of the receptors (i.e. Herceptin®, tamoxifen). The triple negative subtype of breast cancer is unresponsive to the available targeted treatments and currently no specific treatment guideline exists for this tumor type. Studies have shown that triple negative tumor cells may be more aggressive than other breast cancer subtypes, but the reasons for this are unknown. The lack of treatment options and aggressive nature of the tumor cells make triple negative breast cancer more difficult to treat.

**Characteristics of triple negative breast cancer cells**
Triple negative breast cancers tend to share additional features that can impact tumor growth or treatment. Some of these are described below:

- **Nuclear Grade**
  The shape and size of the nucleus of a cancer cell provides an indication of how abnormal the cell is likely to behave. TN tumors are more likely to be 'high grade', indicating more severe abnormalities.

- **Mitotic Index**
  This is a measure of how rapidly the cells in the tumor are dividing. It is determined by calculating the ratio of cells dividing to cells not dividing (in the viewed samples). A higher mitotic index may indicate a more rapidly growing tumor. TN tumors often have a high mitotic index.

- **Differentiation State**
  This describes whether or not the cancer cells 'look' like normal cells from the tissue of origin. As an example, Liver cells have specific functions and therefore do not look like breast cells. Cancer cells often lack the structure and function of the normal cells from which they arise. TN cancer cells are often 'poorly differentiated' which means they no longer look/function like normal breast cells.
- **Age at Diagnosis**
  TN patients are often diagnosed at a slightly younger age than other breast cancer patients (average age at diagnosis: 53 vs 57.7 yrs)

- **Tumor Size**
  TN tumors tend to be larger when the cancer is detected than other breast cancer (3.0 cm vs 2.1 cm)

- **Tumor Grade**
  TN tumors more likely to be grade III than other breast cancer subtypes (66% vs 28%)

- **Node Positivity (regional metastasis)**
  Lymph nodes near the tumor are more likely to test positive for the spread of cancer in TN breast cancer patients than other subtypes (54.6% vs 45.6%)

More Information:
- Learn more about Herceptin®.
- Learn more about Tykerb®.
- Learn more about ER/PR.
- Learn more about HER-2.

**Breast Cancer Resources**

**Risks for Breast Cancer**
- Breast Cancer Risk Factors
- Risk in American Women (NCI)
- Risk Factors Table (Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer Foundation)
- Abortion and Miscarriage Risk
- Deodorant Risk (NCI)
- Prevention (NCI)
- Preventive Mastectomy Q&A (NCI)
- Oral Contraceptives and Cancer Risk Q&A (NCI)

**Detection and Diagnosis of Breast Cancer**
- Winship Cancer Insitute: Breast Cancer Diagnosis and Staging
- Breast Cancer (ACS)
- Understanding Breast Changes (NCI)
- Genetic Testing for BRCA1 & BRCA2 Mutations (NCI)
- Breast Cancer Diagnosis (NBCF)
- Mammogram Guidelines (NCI)
- Mammogram Q&A (NCI)
- Inflammatory Breast Cancer (NCI)
- Paget Disease of the Nipple Q&A (NCI)
- Do It for Yourself Do It for your Family

**Breast Cancer Treatments**
- Breast Cancer Treatment (NCI)
- BreastCancer
Section Summary

Introduction

- Second most prevalent cause of cancer death in women
- Most breast cancers originate in mammary ducts

Types of Breast Cancer

- In situ breast carcinoma is noninvasive. There are two types: ductal and lobular.
- Infiltrating carcinoma is invasive carcinoma. It can originate in the ducts or lobules of the breast, but has spread to the surrounding connective tissue.

Risk Factors

- A history of breast cancer greatly increases the risk for future development of breast cancer.
- It is possible to inherit defective genes that lead to the familial form of breast cancer.
- Breast cancer risk increases with age.
- African Americans women have a lower risk of developing breast cancer compared to white American women.
- Hormone replacement therapy has been associated with increased breast cancer risk, but its impact is still under investigation.
- Exposure to radiation and dietary factors also affect breast cancer risk.

Pathology Report and Staging

- A sample of breast tissue is examined micro- and macroscopically in order to create a pathology report.
- The T/N/M system is one of the most common methods used for breast cancer staging.
- The T/N/M system assigns a degree of severity based on size, lymph node involvement, and spread of the cancer.
Breast Cancer Tumor Biology

- Many genetic changes occur in cancer. Details can be found in the Mutation section.
- BRCA1, BRCA2, HER-2, PTEN, TP53, and ATM are all genes involved in breast cancer development.
- The estrogen receptor protein binds estrogen in the cell. This complex promotes cell division. The presence or absence of this protein helps determine treatment option for the cancer.

Treatment

- Treatments differ by the stage of the cancer.
  - Early stage treatment involves cancers confined to the breast.
  - Late stage treatment involves tumors that have spread beyond the breast.
- Treatments can include: surgery, radiation therapy, chemotherapy, hormone therapy, and targeted treatments.

Breast Cancer in Men

- Male breast cancer is rare and usually occurs later in men than women.
- The process of detection, diagnosis, and treatment is similar to those of female breast cancer.

Triple Negative Breast Cancer

- The cancer does not produce significant amounts of estrogen receptor, progesterone receptor, or a form of the epidermal growth factor receptor (HER2).
- Triple negative breast cancer tends to be an aggressive cancer.
- Triple negative breast cancer is unresponsive to the available targeted treatments.
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